Packages for 2023 for Skan Rejser
1. Classic Package – 150,00 PLN ( 235 DKK)
Relaxing session in Wellness Zone (120 min.) – jacuzzis undergoing renovation
Classic partial massage (30 min.)
Wellness Zone - A stay in the relaxing wet zone including sauna, steam bath, osman bath, aromatic bath, tepidarium,
caldarium, snow chamber, the impressions showers. The Wellness Zone is the heart of our City Spa. Its flowing design and
cosy interiors really help you unwind and get away from the stresses of everyday life, at temperatures ranging from -15 to
almost 100ºC. Depending on how much time you spend here, you can either give your batteries a quick recharge or go for a
complete chillout. Wellness Zone does not require prior reservation. A towel, bathing suit and clean swimming pool shoes
should be taken to the Wellness Zone. The Wellness Zone is open: Monday - Thursday 3:00 pm - 8:45 pm, Friday - Sunday
11:00 am - 8:45 pm
Classic partial massage - is more popular than other massages. It can be therapeutic, relaxing or stimulating, all depending on
its form and intensiveness. It has analgesic properties! The massage improves tissue nutrition, regulates contracted muscles,
improves lymph and blood circulation, enhances muscles relaxation, relaxes. If you are stressed out, feel pain or you are tired
- it's perfect massage for You!

2. Beauty Package – 205,00 PLN ( 320 DKK)
Relaxing session in Wellness Zone (60 min.) – jacuzzis undergoing renovation
Express treatments - Quick ‘n’ easy facials treatment (30 min.)
Brow henna with regulation (25 min.)
Wellness Zone - A stay in the relaxing wet zone including sauna, steam bath, osman bath, aromatic bath, tepidarium,
caldarium, snow chamber, the impressions showers. The Wellness Zone is the heart of our City Spa. Its flowing design and
cosy interiors really help you unwind and get away from the stresses of everyday life, at temperatures ranging from -15 to
almost 100ºC. Depending on how much time you spend here, you can either give your batteries a quick recharge or go for a
complete chillout. Wellness Zone does not require prior reservation. A towel, bathing suit and clean swimming pool shoes
should be taken to the Wellness Zone. The Wellness Zone is open: Monday - Thursday 3:00 pm - 8:45 pm, Friday - Sunday
11:00 am - 8:45 pm
Express treatments - Quick ‘n’ easy facials treatment consisting of the following parts: make-up removal, peeling, mask and
cosmetic cream. The mask has been chosen to the right skin type, properly selected from: a cleansing mask, a firming mask
and a brightening mask.
- Brightening Mask - a short treatment for sensitive skin with redness.
- Cleansing Mask - the treatment will leave your skin radiant and fresh-looking.
- Moisturizing Mask - he moisturising mask is a short treatment consisting of a cleansing tonic, a scrub and a refreshing mask.
Brow henna with regulation - Henna used as permanent brow makeup is highly popular, especially because it is natural,
ecological and totally safe, which makes it the ideal alternative to traditional chemical dyes.
Well-cared-for and shaded eyebrows can totally change your face!

Offer conditions:






The offer is valid till 31.12.2023.
To make the reservation Client should contact the SPA: info@spabaltica.pl
Advance booking required 2-3 weeks prior to arrival
Prepayment required
During the booking, underline the arrival with the Skan Rejser agency

